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3.2 The following information should be given to the pilot: 

a) Runway in use and circuit direction.

b) Overhead joins are preferred.

c) Noise Abatement Procedures specific to the runway in use (see 3.3).

d) Airfield information such as NOTAMs, i.e grass not available for use.

e) Any IAP planned arrivals (iaw the IAP slot bookings) and periods where the visual circuit 
operations will be suspended and departing aircraft held on the ground to allow instrument 
traffic arrivals.

f) For any IAP slot bookings, timings MUST be in accordance with Annex A.

g) Whether South Cerney, Fairford and/or Aston Down is active.

h) Any other info pertinent to their eta, i.e a display practice may be booked for that time 
and there may be a delay.

i) Pass an unofficial weather observation if requested.

3.3 For non IAP traffic, Kemble Operations will ask all pilots to join overhead due to our noise 
abatement procedures. 

4 Recording information on database 

4.1 All details must be entered in the appropriate field on the movement database (Red Atlas). 

5 On arrival at Kemble 

5.1 When pilots check in and pay their landing fees etc, Operations staff will give the departing 
pilot a “Departure Brief” highlighting the route/taxiway to be used from parking to the runway 
in use for departure. 

5.2 Kemble Operations staff will describe the procedure to them in “lay-mans” terms so that they 
understand the basics are not to fly over the villages at either end of the runway. 

5.3 Large aircraft and corporate business jets are considered exempt from 5.2 due to utilisation 
of the IAPs. 

6 Military Aircraft 

6.1 The following procedure clarifies the details for dealing with incoming military aircraft 
including PPR information, notifications and payment. 

6.2 When taking bookings for military aircraft, normal PPR instructions apply with the exception 
of using a call sign instead of registrations. The following information is required: 
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a) Type of movement, fast jet / helicopter etc.

b) Refuelling requirements i.e. Jet A1 or AVGAS.

c) Landing and parking requirements such as grass or hard standing

6.3 Military aircraft do not need to fill out indemnity forms for out of hours movements. 

6.4 Military aircraft (RAF in particular) will usually carry a Form 6840 which will be used for 
invoicing the landing fee and any fuel that has been uplifted. 

6.5 Operations will need to remind the crew to bring a Form 6840 if possible. The re-fueller 
should receive a yellow copy of the F6840 and then deliver it to accounts for invoicing. 

6.6 If the aircraft does not carry a Form 6840 the re-fueller is to ascertain the following: 

a) Pilot name

b) Name of the unit (e.g. 22 Squadron)

c) Unit address

This information is then to be passed to the accounts department for billing. 

Annexes: 

A IAP PPR Slots 






